Learning at
Home
with

Shapes

Infant Activities
Creative Expression

Sign Language

Standard: Focus attention on interesting sight or sounds, often in shared
experiences with adults. React to stimulation in the environment. This
includes drawings, sculptures or painting

Standard: Remember language heard repeatedly in stories,
poems, and interactive language experiences

Baby’s Footprint Art:BABY'S FIRST STEPS FOOTPRINT ART - Hello
Wonderful

Circle Flash Card (babysignlanguage.com)

Review the signs: circle, square, and rectangle

Square Flash Card (babysignlanguage.com)
: Rectangle Flash Card (babysignlanguage.com)

Sensory
Standard: Explore objects, activities, and environments
Tummy Time Finger painting: Tummy Time Finger Painting Sensory Play |
CanDo Kiddo

Music and Movement
Standard: Respond to music by joining in on one or two words in a
song or moving physically upon hearing a familiar melody or
rhythm
Music with Ms. Jenna https://youtu.be/bok3TNimyXg
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Toddler Activities
Creative Expression
Standard: Small Muscle Movement and Coordination

Funny faces shape activity: Indulge some fun emotions while using
shapes. Have your child pick a shape and draw an emotion in that
shape (try using different shapes). For example: try making a happy
circle? A sad rectangle?

Math/Science
Standards: Math Attributes, sorting, and Patterns. Science Investigating and
Using Evidence cause and effect

Sensory Shape Sorting: Shape Sorting Sensory Invitation to Play | Stir
The Wonder

Outside Time:
Standard: Large Muscle Movement and Coordination

Books and Songs
Standard: Word comprehension, symbolic representation demonstrate
enthusiasm for new learning
Shape Shift: https://youtu.be/NhNQufAEGh8

Shape hunt: Look for different shapes around the house or when you are
out. Look at the toys, utensils in kitchen, or in the bedroom. Is what you find
similar to shapes you have learned? Make a collection of each and identify
the shape of each object. After the shape hunt focus on the shapes that were
easiest and hardest to find, using questions such as:
• Are there more circles inside or outside?
• Did you come across more squares or circles? Why is that?
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Preschool Activities
Creative Expression
Standard: Small Muscle Movement and Coordination
Sponge Shape Stamping: Learning Shapes: Sponge Stamped Triangle
Collage - Buggy and Buddy

Books and Songs
Standard: Word comprehension, symbolic representation demonstrate
enthusiasm for new learning
Shape Shift: https://youtu.be/NhNQufAEGh8

Math/Science/Writing
Shape Word Chart:Pre-K Literacy: Using Word Charts with Children Pre-K Pages (pre-kpages.com)

Outside Time:
Standard: Large Muscle Movement and Coordination
Shape hunt: Look for different shapes around the house or when you are
out. Look at the toys, utensils in kitchen, or in the bedroom. Is what you
find similar to shapes you have learned? Make a collection of each and
identify the shape of each object. After the shape hunt focus on the
shapes that were easiest and hardest to find, using questions such as:
• Are there more circles inside or outside?
• Did you come across more squares or circles? Why is that?
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Resources and Links:
Process Art with Ms. Lindsey
https://youtu.be/rdz30eNIhIU
Music with Ms. Jenna
https://youtu.be/bok3TNimyXg
Spanish with Ms. Jullisa
https://youtu.be/X1i4457_Gvw
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